
Varied Fluency 

Step 3: Using 'and'

National Curriculum Objectives:

English Year 1: (1G3.3) Joining words and joining clauses using ‘and’
English Year 1:(1G3.1) How words can combine to make sentences
Terminology for pupils:

• (1G6) word
• (1G3.1) sentence

Differentiation: 

Developing Questions to support using ‘and’ to join two words together in a sentence. 

Using CVC and CCVC/CVCC words. 

Expected Questions to support using ‘and’ to join words or two clauses together in a 

sentence. 

Greater Depth Questions to support using ‘and’ to join two words and two clauses together 

in the same sentence. Includes the use of groups of sentences (short paragraphs). 

More resources from our Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling 

scheme of work.

Did you like this resource? Don’t forget to review it on our website.
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Using 'and' Using 'and'

1a. Join the words together using ‘and’. 1b. Join the words together using ‘and’. 

2a. Tick the correct box to show where 

‘and’ should go in the sentence below.

The cat runs sits.

2b. Tick the correct box to show where 

‘and’ should go in the sentence below.

The dog runs digs.

3a. Complete the sentence below.

The bag is pink and ______________________.

3b. Complete the sentence below.

The hat is red and ______________________.

4a. Follow the maze to create a sentence 

using ‘and’.

4b. Follow the maze to create a sentence 

using ‘and’.
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The fish is big ______    red.

Start

and red

the big

Finish

bus is dog

The pig is fat ______    pink.

has he Start

a cat and

bed Finish dog
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5a. Join the two sentences together using 

‘and’. 

5b. Join the two sentences together using 

‘and’.

6a. Tick the correct box to show where 

‘and’ should go in the sentence below.

The girl has a red hat scarf.

6b. Tick the correct box to show where 

‘and’ should go in the sentence below.

The fish is yellow blue.

7a. Complete the sentence below.

My car is red and it ____________________. 

7b. Complete the sentence below.

My hat is green and it ____________________. 

8a. Follow the maze to create a sentence 

using ‘and’.

8b. Follow the maze to create a sentence 

using ‘and’.
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The cup is blue.

It has tea in it.

nap in ran

shed and dog

Finish
it the

wet was
Start

Start the boy

stay cup has

coat blue a

and hat Finish

The melon is sweet.

It has seeds in.
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9a. Join the three sentences together 

using ‘and’.

9b. Join the three sentences together 

using ‘and’.

10a. Tick two boxes to show where ‘and’ 

should go in the sentences below.

The bird was black white it flew 
away. 

10b. Tick two boxes to show where ‘and’ 

should go in the sentence below.

We had popcorn sweets we saw a 
film.

11a. Complete the sentence below.

The butterfly is black __________          white and it 

__________________________________________________________________________.

11b. Complete the sentence below.

The backpack is blue __________             red and it 

__________________________________________________________________________.

12a. Follow the maze to create a 

sentence using ‘and’ twice.

12b. Follow the maze to create a 

sentence using ‘and’ twice.
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The boy has a backpack.

The boy has a stick.

Start the house school

and big is crab

warm has five full

and it rooms Finish

Start
once it smells

the yellow and nice

flower and friend 
Finish

is big our fish

He eats a picnic. 

The teapot is red.

The teapot is green.

The cups have spots.
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Developing

1a. The fish is big and red. 

2a. Children should tick the second box. 

3a. Various answers, for example: The bag 

is pink and big. 

4a. He has a cat and dog. 

Expected

5a. The cup is blue and it has tea in it.

6a. Children should tick the second box. 

7a. Various answers, for example: My car 

is red and it is fast.

8a. The dog ran in and it was wet.

Greater Depth

9a. The boy has a backpack and a stick 

and he eats a picnic. 

10a. Children should tick the second and 

third boxes. 

11a. Various answers, for example: The 

butterfly is black and white and it flies high 

in the sky. 

12a. The house is big and warm and it has 

five rooms.

Developing

1b. The pig is fat and pink. 

2b. Children should tick the second box. 

3b. Various answers, for example: The hat 

is red and sparkly. 

4b. The bus is big and red. 

Expected

5b. The melon is sweet and it has seeds in.

6b. Children should tick the second box. 

7b. Various answers, for example: My hat 

is green and it has stars on. 

8b. The boy has a blue coat and hat.

Greater Depth

9b. The teapot is red and green and the 

cups have spots. 

10b. Children should tick the first and 

second boxes. 

11b. Various answers, for example: The 

backpack is blue and red and it has lots 

of things inside. 

12b. The flower is big and yellow and it 

smells nice. 
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